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John E.Harris, aged seventy three years, was on June

29th, 1925, employed oy the Park Board, of Baltimore City

as a park policeman under the authority conferred by Sections

97 and 98 of the Revised Edition of 1915 of the Baltimore

City Charter, which read as follows:

ff97. The said Board of Park Commissioners shall
have full power to employ and compensate all
persons whom, in its judgment it may deem
proper, in maintaining and supporting such
paries, eta.**

98. The night watchman employed ~o? the Board ,/
of i-Jark Commissioners shall have, while on duty,
the same powers that police in said City have
as conservators of the peace."

While on duty, clothed in the uniform of a park police-

man, and in the act of crossing a road in Druid'Hill Park,

he was on that day struck by an automobile, and so badly

injured that he died on the 3d of July following.

On the tenth of July Amelia M. Karris, his widow,

filed with the Industrial Accident Commission, a claim for

compensation against the J.-ayor" and City Council of Baltimore

City on the ground that he was injured in the course of his

duty as an employee of that corporation engaged in an extra

hazardous occupation. The claim was resisted by the City and

it prayed the Commission; to hear and determine these issues:



"1. ".nether or not the above claimant sustained an
accidental injury, arising out of and in the course of

his employment by the :.!ayor and City Council of Baltis
more.

2. Whether or not the Mayor and City Council of
Baltimore was engaged in any extra-hazardous work in
maintaining its public paries.

3. Whether or not the deceased was a workman em-
ployed for wagee, within the meaning of Article 101
of the Annotated Code of Maryland.11

A hearing was had, evidence taken, and at its conclu-

sion, the Commission decided that the injury arose out of

and in the course of the decedent's employment, and that

such employment fwas extra hazardous, but that he was not a

workman ei ployed |f or wages within the meaning of Article

lQlof Bagby's Code P.G.I, of Md. and it accordingly denied

the claim. From that order the claimant appealed to the

Superior Court of Baltimore City, where in due course the appeal

was heard. At that trial the record from the Commissionwas

read to the jury and while no additional evidence was taken,

counsel for the parties stipulated that "the decedent was

employed oy the Park Board of Baltimore City, under the

general authority given in Section 97 of the Charter of

Baltimore City, revised edition, 1915, and particularly by
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virtue of Section 98 of said Charter." At its conclusion

the defendant offered three prayers, all of which were

granted. The first prayer was a general demurrer to

the evidence; the second ruled as a matter of lav; that the

decedent v/as not a "workman employed for wages'1 within

the meaning of the './orkmen1 s Compensation Act, and the

third decided as a matter of law that the £"ark Board was

not engaged in extra hazardous work within the meaning

of the Aot in maintaining "SSJQC Druid Hill Park, and upon

that issue reversed the decision of the Commission. In

accordance with those instructions a verdict was returned

for the defendant, upon which in due course a judgment was

entered, and from that judgment the claimant has appealed to

this Court. The only exception presented by the record

relates to the Court's rulingson the three prayers to which

we have referred, and it submits these questions, (1) Is a

"park policeman" employed by the Park Board of Baltimore City

an officer, or is he a "workman employed for rages"? (2) If

he is a workman employed for wages are his duties extra

hazardous?

In addition to what has been stated the evidence which

v/as undisputed shoved that the claimant was entirely de-



pendent on the decedent for her support and "that decedent

was equipped, while on duty, with s uniform and a kind of

espantoon; that the decedent's uniform was the same as an

everyday policeman, except the color of the uniform was gray

instead of blue; that decedent's duties were the same as a

City policeman within the Park jurisdiction '':* that these

Park police are on duty twelve hours a day, seven days a week

and are employed for either night or day duty and are inter-

changeable, 'shift the same man in night or day duty the

same week or month, it depends on circumstances' ; that the

Park police arrest for violation of law in the parks^*but

City policemen are an entirely separate force and decedent

witness
was employed exclusively by the Park Board, so far as(James

Y. Kelly, Secretary to the Park Board) knows; that the Park

3oard is authorized to employ, by statute, all men necessary

to look after the parks and that includes carpenters, workmen,

stablemen and all types of workmen in the Park."

It having been conceded that the decedent was injured

while he wqs on duty, and it appearing from the evidence that

the accident occurred at a place and under circumstances

sufficient to warrant the inference that it arose oiit of and
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in the course of his employment, the propriety of the Court's

action in granting the defendant's first prayer withdrawing the

case from the jury necessarily depends upon the soundness of

the proposition involved in the defendant's second prayer which

was granted and upon whether the occupation in which the de-

cedent was engaged when he was injured was extra hazardous.

in granting
For/the third prayer the court ruled that the defendant

•
in "maintaining Druid Hill I:aricTT was not engaged in "an

extra hazardous work" within the meaning of the Compensation

Act, That p rayer 30? araddc xx iras Xxxsns £ s «&£3f* tt •mT£XX&& was

wholly collateral to the real question involved which was not

whether the entire business of maintaining that Pari was

extra hazardous, but whether the pa^ ticular work which the

decedent was called upon to perform was extra hazardous, and as

that question was not presented by the prayer it was meaning-

less, and. should not have been granted, although it is not ap-

parent how it could have injured the appellant. But as the

character of the employment may be involved in the ruling on
also

the first prayer that question nustAbe considered. We do not

understand the defendant's contention to be that hazards and



danger are notnoatural and. inherent inthe employment in

which the decedent was engaged, nor could such a contention

be sustained if made. Because not only did it expose him

tc dangers incident to the protection of the Oityfs proper-

ty, the suppression of disorder, the arrest and custody of

violent and re delesa persons engaged in violating the law,

but necessarily it required him to traverse, cross and

patrol, at all hours of the day and night, roads and

drives constantly used for the large volume of traffic

usually found in such a park in a great city. But the

defendant's contention is rather that it was not an extra

hazardous "employment" or "work11 within the meaning of

the Act, because decedent was but an agent of the munici-

pality engaged in the performance of a purely governmental

function. And. since that is but another way of stating the
submitted

proposition/by the defendants second prayer we will consider

it in connection with that prayer,and^he cuestion presented

by the prayer and that contention is as we have stated,

whether a part policeman employed by the Paris Board of Bal-

timore City, is s workman employed for wages within the

meaning of the _ct or an officer, and without its seoiie.



Under the terms of the statute the mere fact that the de-

ce ent was employed by a municipality does not decide the cues-

tion for its' expressly provides, Section 35 Article 101 Bagby's

Oode:- "V/henever the State, county, city or any municipality

shall engage in any extra hazardous work, within the meaning

of 'tills -u.rtiele, whether for pecuniary gain or otherwise, in

which workmen are employed for wages, this -article shall be

applicable thereto. In time of peace and while engaged in

military service all officers and enlisted men of the organized

militia of the State of Maryland shall be deemed workmen of

the State for wagea within the meaning of the preceding* sen-

tence. Whenever and so long as by State Law, City Charter or

Municipal Ordinance provision equal or better than that given

under the terms of this article is made for ibnnicipal em-

ployees injured in the course of employment, such employees'1

shall not be entitled to the benefits of this article."

But it is nevertheless necessary before the claimant can

decedent
recover that it affirmatively appear that at the time ~/e was

injured he was a "workman employed for wages" by the appellee.

That he was not a "workman" in the usual and popular sense of



that xvord seems to be plain enough, because it is ordinarily

used and understood as designating one engaged in some form of

manual, labor skilled or unskilled, 1 and 2d Ed. Words and Phrases,

Webster's Dictionary, and to extend its meaning so as to include

the occupation of a policeman would be to give it an unnatural and

strained construction which could not be justified unless required

by the context in which it is used, or to give effect to a clearly

manifested intention. It is true that in Todd vs. Furniture

Company 147 M&« 352, it was held that the occupation of a watch-

man was within the terms of the jxcb, but in that case the court

was dealing not with section 35 of Art. 101, which, refers to

"workmen" but with section 32 which deals with ''employes" and as

the decedent referre^ to in that case was undoubtedly an employee

there was no question but that the Act applied. The two words,

"workman" and "employee" are often used interchangeably and as

having the same meaning. In a sense and as applied to certain

cases they do mean the same thing, although they are not synony-

mous and cannot properly/be used interchangeably in all cases.

A "workman" may or he may not be an"employee" for he may be work-

ing as an independent contractor or for himself, and an "employee"

may or he nay not be a "workman", for a physician, a lecturer, or a
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newspaper reporter may be employed to render services peculiar

to their several vocations, but they are not "workmen11 according

to the usual and accepted meaning of the word* Section 32 of

iirt. 101 of the C.P.G-.L. of Lid., extended the application of the

Statute to all "employees" engaged in extra hazardous "employmentsn.

SE for private employers,so that whether the service rendered by

Todd could properly be classified as "work", there was no possi-

ble doubt that it was an "employment" and for a private employer

•and so within the express and literal language of the ^et. But in

this case we are dealing with a section which imposed upon the

State and certain governmental subdivisions thereof duties and

obligations which would not have rested upon them at all but for

that section,28 Cyc 1257, in so far as those duties and obliga-

tion involved the exercise of their public governmental functions.

V/e would not under those circumstances be justified in giving to

the section a meaning broader than the lexical and usual signifi-

cance of its language would convey, unless constrained to such a

construction by the plain and obvious intent of the whole .̂ ct. But

v/e find no such intent. There was obvious reason why the munici-

pality in respect to certain viorx, should be within the Act, be-

cause as to work oi' a private character, or certain public work
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such as the construction and repair of highways, and other works of

public improvement, either by statute or the common lav/ they were

under the same liability to their employes for their torts as

private employers. In such cases both the municipality and its

employes suffered from the same mischief which led to the passage

of the Aot for the benefit and relief of private persons and their

employes. But that was not true in respect to agents employed

by the State or a subdivision thereof to perform functions essen-'

tially public and governmental, because in such cases no such

liability existed. And when the legislature in extending the

scope of the Act to persons in the employ of the State and its

several political subdivisions, expressly limited its appliea-

tion to those cases in which "workmen were employed for wages", it

expressed no intent either in section o5 or the other sections of

the Act to have it apply to cases in which, liability had never

theretofore existed. If it had intended to embrace such agents as

policemen, and all other persons engaged in extra hazardous employ-

ments for municipalities, it would certainly have expressed that

intention in clearer language than that which we have quoted.

That expression must have been intended in some way as a limitation
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or it would not have been used. For if it had been intended

that the extra hazardous character of the work should "be the

test of the application of the Act, there was no reason why

any agent engaged in any capacity in the performance of extra

hazardous work of any character for the city should have been

excluded from its operation. And as municipal agents not

included within the Act are excluded from it, the apparent

meaning of the expression "workmen employed for wages" is

to exclude from it all such agents, as are not in the ordinary

lexical meaning of the words, "workmen employed for wages."

UBut assuming- as we must that decedent was employed exclusively

as a policeman and that his duties were the same as a city

policeman in the "Park Jurisdiction" aside from that distinction

the decedent whose injuries are the basis of the claim in this case

was more than a mere watchman, he was by the authority of the

legislature of the State a conservator of the peace, empowered to



riahe ariests, charged with the duty of enforcing the laws

both of the City of Baltimore and the State of --aryland,

of preserving the public peace, and of protecting the rights

of persons and property. He was clothed while on duty with all

as oonservators of the peace,
the powers of the police of Baltimore City,/and was permitted

by law to exercise a pert, and no unimportant part of the

95,
sovereignty of the State. Seotions/97, 98, 744 Art. 4 Code

?»A»L* of Md. / He was indeed designated in section 98 Ibid as a

"night ,7atchmann and "employed" by the I?arl: Board under a

general power authorizing it to employ and compensate such

persons as it might deem proper to maintain the paries under

its control..

But the maintenance of the parks under the control of

the Park Board necessarily included the protection of the

public who visited them, the control of traffic therein, the

preservation of the publio property and the suppression of

violence and disorder, and however the agents employe* by then

to discharge those highly important duties and functions may be

designated they can only be regarded as police officials ex-

ercising within the paries of Baltimore City a part of the police



power of the State, and not as "workmen" within the meaning

of section 55 of Article 101 C.P.G.L. of Lid. In determining

•whether one engaged in such an occupation is an "officer" ant'

"official" or an employee within the meaning of such an Act

many tests have been employed. For instance it has "been held

that such status depended on whether the incumbent was

employed by contract or "appointed", whether he tooh an oath

of office, or whether he gave a bond, but perhaps the most

reasonable test is that stated in Uffert vs. Yogt 65 W.J»L,

where it is said:
377, 47 Atl. 225j/ "The duties to be performed, no;, the mode

of appointment, constitute the test of his being a public of-

ficer. Is he invested with any portion of political power,

partaking in any degree in the administration of civil govern-

ment, and performing duties which flow from sovereign author-

ity? If so, his office is a public office, and his relation to

the government is, in no sense, a contractual one.TT And

that conclusion is supported at least "oj the great weight of

authority, and our attention has been called to no case con-

struing a statute like that under consideration in which it has

"been held that that one discharging the duties required of the
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decedent and exercising the power reposed in him by law was a

"workman" within the meaning of such an Act. 7or instance in

the case of Fahler vs. City of kiner (1I.JD.) 194 W.W. 695, where"

it was held that a policeman was embraced within a Workmen's

Compensation Act the court was dealing with a statute which

in terms applied to all "employees" and defined "employees"

as meaning every person engaged in a hazardous employment

under an;/ appointment or contract of hire. And in the Board

of County Road Com'rs vs. Southern Surety Company, 185 N.W.

(Eich.) 754 cited by appellant, and the nearest case in point,

in allowing compensation to a "special officer" under a Workmen's

Compensation Act the court rested its decision on the fact that

it did not appear that the municipality appointing i.im had any

power to appoint police officers. Such cases are In no sense

in conflict with the conclusion which we have stated, and which

is supported and illustrated by a number of cases collected in a

note to LIcDonald vs. City of Hew Haven 10 A.L.R. 201. To il-

lustrate the application elsewhere of these principles we will

refer to several of the later cases in which they have been recog-

nized.

In John vs. Pease 217 Pac. (Wash.) 1005, the question was
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whether a fireman employed by a municipality injured through

the negligence of a third person while on his way to put out a

fire was a "workman employed for wages", and the court in that

case held that he was not to be considered an ''employee of a

city **' but a public officer and engaged in a governmental

duty".

In Hall vs. City of Shreveport 102 So. (la.1925) 682, the

question was whether a policeman was an "employee" or an'^ffici

and in dealing with that question the court said "And there is

no end of authority that a policeman is a public officer hold-

ing his office not under a contract between himself and the

municipality but as a trust from the State.*** The police

officers of a city are not regarded as servants or agents of

the municipality. They are conservators of the peace, and ex-

ercise many of the functions of sovereignty; they are ap-

pointed and paid by the municipality as a convenient mode of

exercising the functions of government; they assist the city

in the performance of its governmental duties, and not in

the discharge of its proprietary obligations. And the munici-

pality is not responsible for their unlawful or negligent acts

in the discharge of their duties".
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In Eann vs. City of Lynchburg 106 So. 372 etc. in consider-

ing the uestion of whether a policeman was an employee within

the meaning of a Workman's Compensation Statute it was said.:-

rrThe statute is to be liberally construed to the end that

its wise and humane purpose may be advanced; but we cannot

extend its provisions by construction, so as to cover persons

or occupations not within its scope and intent. ***** it is

no longer open to question in this state that a policeman

is a public officer. See Burch v. Hardwicke, 30 Grat.(71 Va.)

24, 32 Am. Rep. 640; Smith v. Bryan, 100 Va. 199, 40 S.E. 652;

Sherry v. Lumpkin, 127 Va. --, 102 S.E. 658. ^nd this is the

holding generally in other states. See Blynn v. Pontiac, 185

Mioh. 35, 151 N.W. 681, 683; Griswold v. Wichita, supra. The

act in question, as we have seen, is limited to persons in ser-

vice of the state or city under a contract of hire. A public

officer does not perform his duties under contract, express

or implied, but by virtue of the law creating the office.

His compensation is a matter of statute or ordinance, and

does not depend upon the amount or value of the services per-

formed, but is incident to the office. Unlike an employee

working under contract, an officer acquires no vested right
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to have the office continued during the time for which he is

elected or appointed, since the authority creating the office

may abolish the same during the term of the incumbent, or change

the compensation and the duties to be performed, ^he following

authorities may be cited as sufficient in support of the fore-

going propositions: Booker v. Donohue, 95 Va. 259, 363, 28 S.E.

534; Nioholi v. Maclean 101 N.Y. 526, 533, 5 N.E. 347, 54 Am.

Rep. 730; Ivlechem on Public Officers, pars. 463, 855; U. S. v.

Hartwell, 6 Wall. 385, 393, 18 L.Ed. 830; Eall v. Wisconsin, 103

U.S. 5, 26 L.Ed. 302."

lijad in Devney vs. City of Boston 111 N.E. (Mass. 1916}

789, the uestion was whether a fireman was a laborer, workman,

or mechanic, within the meaning of a vVorkmens Compensation Act

allowing compensation to "laborers, workmen and mechanics" em-

ployed by Cities and towns, and in deciding that question the

Court held:- "If when extending the Compensation Act it also

was the purpose to include all persons of whatever rank serving

in the various municipal departments, plain and unambigious terms

should have been used showing the change and enlargement. A

laborer ordinarily is a person without particular training who

is employed at manual labor under a.contract terminable at will,
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while workmen ami mechanics "broadly embrace those who are skilled

users of tools. Oliver v. Maoon Hardware Co. 98 Ga. 249, 25 S.E.

403, 58 Am. Sjj. Hep. 300; Ellis v. USS. 206 U.S. 246, 27 Sup. Co.

600, 51 L.M. 1047, 11 Ann. Cas. 589; Breakwater Co. v. U.S.,

183 Fed. 112, 114, 105 CO.A. 404 Compare State v. Ottawa, 94

Kan. 100, 113 Pao. 391.!T

The appellant contends that because section 35 Art 101

C.P.G.l. of Md. extends the operation of the Act to officers

a.id enlisted men of the organised militia of the State that
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it thereby enlarges the meaning of the word JTworkmen", out

we cannot so regard it, for the legislature obviously used

that language for the sole purpose of bringing within the

Act a class of persons who would not.iMM- otherwise be *""

affected by it, if its language were given its ordinary

and accustoraed meaning.

It is also contended that the decedent cannot be regard-

ed as an officer or an official because his occupation as a-

park .oliceman did not constitute an office which would con-

tinue to exist whether it was occupied or not, and that the

test of whether a given duty or occupation constitutes an

office, is whether it v/ill continue to exist by force of lav/,

after it has become vacant. But that contention is in our

opinion too technical and refined, first, because, the

legislature when it defined the rowers and duties of"night

watchmen," employed by the Soard of Park Commissioners did

create an office which continues to exist irrespective of

whether it is occ.pied, and under the express direction of

the legislature, as soon as it is filled, the cowers and

duties thus defined fasten themselves upon the incumbent.

And again, it would seem like juggling with terns to hold
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that a police officer of Baltimore City is an official, (and

that conclusion hardly seems open to question,) but that a

park policeman, exercising within the confines of the public

parks precisely the same powers, and charged with similar

duties,is not an official. And finally if the contention of

the appellant is correct, and the city occupies the same re-

lation to the decedent that a private employer would to a watch-

man employed to guard his property, it would follow that it

would also be responsible to persons injured by his wrongful

acts or ri8glect although it is apparent that that could

not be so because the powers and duties of park policemen as

conservators of the peace are fixed not by the Park Commis-

y sioners who have no oontrol ovar suah/ but'by the legislature

of the State which created them, for whim the Ccmmission.ers
park policemen

appoint the/ their powers and duties as conservators of the peace

are fixed by statute.

It is also obvious from an examination of the history

of the statute that it was never intended to embrace such

occupations as that in which the decedent was engaged, but

that its purpose was to protect employers and employes engaged

in industrial, commercial and other enterprises requiring

manual labor from the waste and loss occasioned by hazards
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inseparable from their operation by affording to the

employe or his dependents definite and certain compen-

sation for disabling injuries, and to the employer "nro-

teEtion again a constantly swelling volume of litigation

growing out of accidents to persons employed in indus-

trial occupations.

The preamble to Chapter 800 of the Acts of 1914,

now section 35,

inwhieh section 3^Art 101 Bagby's Code appears in this

form:- "Whenever the State, Comity, City o:- any munioi-

ality shall engage in any extra-hazardous i!or> within

the meaning of this Act inwhioh workmen are employed for

wages, this Act shall be applicable thereto. Whenever

and so long as by State law, City Charter or Municipal

Ordinance, provision equal or better than that given

under the terns of this Act is made for municipal em-

ployes injured in the course of employment such employes

shall not be entitled to the benefits of this J.ct,"co, -

pels that conclusion. For that preamble in part de-

g|| sta^e of Maryland recognises that theclares:- K|jg|
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prosecution of various industrial enterprises which must

be relied upon to create and preserve the wealth and

prosperity of the State involves injury to large numbers

of workmen, resulting in their partial or total incapacity

or death, and that under the rules 0? the common law and

the provisions of the statutes now in force an unequal burden

is cast upon its citizens, and that in determining the re-

sponsibility of the employer on account of injuries sus-

tained by his workmen, great and unnecessary cost is now

incurred in litigation, which cost is borne by the workmen,

the employers and the taxpayers,in part in the maintenance of

courts and juries to determine the question of responsibility

under the law as it now exists. * * Whereas, The common

law system g©vesfning the remedy of worhirteii against employers

for injuries received in extra-hazardous work is inconsistent

with modern industrial conditions; end injuries in such work,

formerly occasional, have :iov/ become frequent and inevitable."

And the only changes in section 35, originally enacted as

A 303
section 34 of that net, ere by Chapter/of the Acts of 1922,

' which the words ''whether for pecuniary gain or otherwise''

were added to the expression, "engage in extra hazardous work"

etc. as found in the Act of 1914, and by Chapter 532 of tha

v~ Acts of 1924, which extended the Act so as to embrace the
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State militia. But neither of those Amendments changed the

meaning or the purpose of the original Act of 1914, so as to

extend it to occupations not involving the performance of

manual labor, except in the single case of the state militia.

It certainly never occurred to the legislature when the Act

of 1914 was passed, that a policeman, or a fireman, serving the

State or a municipality or a member of the state militia was

a "workman employed for wages" in the sense that an employee in

a steel mill, or a coal miner would be, and the Act was not in
or municipality

our opinion intended to apply to employees of the State/engaged

in such occupation. And it does not appear from any amendment

to the original Act or from any source that the legislature has

ever extended or widened its scope except in the specific in-

stances to which we have referred.

For these reasons without further discussion it is

sufficient to say, that in our opinion the Workmen's Compensation

Act, in its present, fcrm does not embrace the occupation in

which the decedent was engaged when he was iryured, and that

the first and second prayers of the defendant asserting that

proposition were properly granted. The judgment appealed from

will therefore be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed with costs.


